Security incidents increase concern for safety

By LIZ FORAN
Assistant News Editor

An attempted theft involving a Saint Mary's student was reported to Notre Dame Security last night, according to Assistant Director of Security Charles Hurley.

At about 7:25 p.m. on Monday, the student was walking on the side of the Galvin Life Science Center when a man on a bicycle passed her and attempted to grab her necklace, Hurley said. The man missed the necklace and continued riding north without stopping.

The suspect was described as a dark-complexioned white male in his late 20's to early 30's. He was wearing a blue hooded sweatshirt and blue sweatpants. The hood of the sweatshirt, also blue, was up and tied around his face.

"This is the first time this type of incident has happened on central campus," Hurley added.

In other security news, an area resident was arrested on campus last weekend on multiple charges after an incident involving a student, according to Hurley.

The man, a 44-year-old South Bend resident, was charged with public intoxication and battery after allegedly grabbing a female student and entering a dorm.

The incident occurred at about 9:20 p.m. on Friday outside in the area of Notre Dame Avenue and the 500 and 600 blocks of Notre Dame Avenue.

And most of those gathered agreed with him. Among those gathered at the crime prevention meeting were Northeast Neighborhood residents, officials of the South Bend Police Department and Notre Dame students and administrators, including Assistant Vice President William Kirn and Assistant Director of Notre Dame Security Charles Hurley.

The communication between the Notre Dame community, the Northeast Neighborhood and the South Bend Police and Notre Dame Security is key, Don Ruszkowski, investigative division chief at the South Bend Police Department, stressed. Concerns of both the Notre Dame community and the residents of the Northeast Neighborhood, and emphasized that all incidents were of concern to both groups.

Regarding the assaults of students on Notre Dame Avenue, Ruszkowski said that the South Bend Police Department has taken measures to prevent further attacks and apprehend those involved by placing plain clothes officers in the area at different times.

Although officers have put in 95 hours already on the plain-clothes detail, they have not made any arrests of juveniles involved in the assaults.

But Ruszkowski assured the group that the officers were making progress in other areas. "We're going to catch somebody out there," he said. "We have already confronted a gang of juveniles that arrested that crime involvement.

Ruszkowski added that crime involving juveniles is more difficult to deal with because of the age group.

"These types of crimes are twice as strict as those of adults," he said. "Juveniles are required to have a parent present during any questioning, and many times a student will actually talk the child out of answering anything, he added.

Concerns were also addressed involving the student involvement in the community. Kathy Rayu of the Notre Dame Alumni Center argued that the crime increase is possibly more related to the community, rather thanjuveniles, who perform services such as painting houses, tutoring and other neighborhood projects.

"Students need to know that this is their neighborhood," she said. "Students do a lot of good work around here. We don't want students to be afraid to go into the neighborhood.

Political ideas easier for youths to discern

By MYRNA MALONEY
Assistant Saint Mary's Editor

When compared to the older generations of the American public, the capability of today's younger generation to process political information commonly displayed in the electronic media is more developed, according to Kathleen Hall Jamieson. Jamieson, a professor of communication and dean of the Annenberg School for Communication at the University of Pennsylvania, used video clips to complement her hypothesis that, due to the popularity of computers, video games and music videos of the 1980's, the generation under the age of 30 is better skilled to comprehend the messages in political references in the entertainment industry.

"How is it that you people under 30 learn about politics since you are less likely to read newspapers or watch the news compared to other generations?" Jamieson asked.

"It is possible that a younger generation has a better capability to process information which comes from different channels of communication. These channels are ones that most scholars don't look to because we don't watch music videos, for instance," she continued.

"Through my research, I have obtained results that suggest older generations have more trouble making sense out of music videos because of the rapid speech, segmented patterns of repetition and rapidly intercut musical messages. In a sense, the older group is used to the slow transitions, long cuts and conventional grammar of T.V.," Jamieson said.

In the study, Jamieson and her team of researchers showed a music video-like clip to subjects in two age groups: an under 30 group and an over 40 group.

The video consisted of President George Bush pointing to his lips while his famous "read my lips" dialogue was repeatedly dubbed in. Across

Mid-term break

Farley sophomore Missy Ehren and Alumni junior Sean Dougherty take a break from studying for their mid-term exams to enjoy an autumn day on South Quad.

News Analysis

Power shift possible in November

By JOHN CONNORTON

As the November midterm elections roll around, Beltway watchers are anticipating a definite shake-up in the nation's Capitol. How sweeping the changes will be remains unclear, but some analysts believe there is a decent chance that one or both houses of Congress could change hands on November 8.

The GOP has not had control of the House of Representatives since 1954, and with the exception of six years in the 1980's, the same is true for the Senate. Peri Arnold, University of Notre Dame professor of government, sees such an historic event, a Republican controlled House and Senate, as unlikely.

"There is a reasonable, about 50-50 chance, that the Republicans will gain control of the Senate," he said. "The Republicans need seven seats to wrest control from the Democrats, four more than the average number of House seats lost in midterm elections by the party in the White House. There are currently 52 seats being contested in the elections."

However, Arnold points out that the Republicans do not need to win 40 seats to effectively weaken the Democratic hold on the House. Even a lesser gain will weaken President Clinton's capacity to effectively implement his legislative agenda. "We all saw firsthand how effective Republicans were in staging Clinton's major legislative efforts. Imagine how much more leverage Republicans would have with 20 more seats," Arnold observed.

Republican strategy for the mid-term's has been to harness the growing frustrations with incumbency and government. Arnold argues that the GOP "has aimed to nationalize the off-year election," a move that has stopped in its tracks. Conventional wisdom dictates that midterm elections have been focused on local issues. The Republicans have forced the issue, and now national issues relating to the weakness of the Presidency and the economy are impinging upon what had been a focus of mid-term elections," said Arnold. "Republican challenges have embraced as a group a central set of issues, and are using them to pit Democrats to the wall."

Arnold believes this strategy is not likely to work as planned. He points to Newt Gingrich and his recent Contract with America, a GOP plan that has committed to Reagan-esque agenda tax cuts, defense spending, and a constitutional amendment to balance the budget.

"This was a clumsy attempt by the Republican leadership. It is an indication that this contract rais-es issues that Republicans might better want kept hidden," said Arnold. "The GOP has been using the Contract with America to pit the Grant against the Republicans, it is a wet hay, but it is something nonetheless."
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Dang it all to Hell, I want my Far Side

Well, unless you're a cartoonist, you've heard the bad news already. Gary Larson is calling it quits on the "Far Side" for good. Like many of you, I find myself quite suddenly disinterested in my retirement plans. To be more precise, sans Berke Breathed and now the big G.L., the Sunday funny pages are a pretty pitiful thing these days, unless we've got what we've got left.

• **Fred Bassett** "The cartoon so unfunny it ruled out making a point.

This one centers around a dog who, for all intents and purposes, should have been put to sleep years ago. If you've never seen it, consider yourself one of God's chosen.

• **Andy Capp** The cartoon with those situational jokes, none of which has ever been funny. The first has Andy at a bar, loading, trying to be a hard-drinking hobo by saying, "Hello lua, buy you a drink?" And as a parting shot, he'll add "and always witty. No." The second has Andy coming home, loaded, arguing with "Pet" about why he's drunk, then adding, "And we all see Andy looking out, sitting on his drunk keister, clutching his pot and calling his protagonist. The last one has Andy loaded (notice the pattern yet?) and out playing soccer. There has never been a joke with this one, but we see Andy in shorts, which is always funny.

• **Garfield** Don't you get it? He hates Mondays. It's really endlessly hilarious once you start to notice. Really. Very funny.

• **Family Circus** I can't make fun of this one, although Lord knows it deserves it simply because I've always secretly dug the one where Billy is bookin' around the neighborhood. Anyhoo, get to follow the dotted line to see how many neighborhood dogs the little guy kicked. I always dug that.

• **Beetle Bailey** Or as I like to think of it, the only "Fate of Man in Need of Saving." Not only is this one true, but look at the drawings! At least one is a political cartoon, with a Prozac.

• **Mark Trail** You may not have heard of this one, as they may only print it in the Valley News. Basically, its the PIS of cartoons. Each week it tells you about a different animal and the unique way in which it stands out as "Mother Nature's little freak." My dream "Mark Trail!" Everything you ever wanted to know about the reproductive habits of the woodchuck.

• **Peanuts** "If I ever try to explain it to you, I've secretly dug the one where Linus and Woodstock are looking Christmas tree possible.

• **Marmaduke** See "Fred Bassett"—add 95 pounds.

• **Mary Worth** Sheds new light on the word "enduring," unfunny stories.

• **Gasoline Alley** Gives me nightmares its so bad. Unbelievably bad. Horrible. Totally void of humor in any way shape or form. Just really, really, really bad. Basic storyline: people standing around being unhung.

But alas, my space, like the golden age of comics, runs to an end. Too free to disagree with any of those thoughts, just keep in mind that they come from the same moron who named his strip "Four Food Groups of the Apocalypse." And so I leave you with this thought: Buy War Bonds. America Needs You. (Sorry, I can't think of a witty end).

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
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Change can be damaging, especially in Latin America, where the new civilian governments are even more harmful to their citizens than the military regimes they replaced, according to Brian Loveman, professor in the department of political science at the University of San Diego.

"The transitions from military to civilian governments have reaffirmed authoritarian and military traditions in the region," Loveman said when he spoke last night about "Protected Democracies, Transitions to Civilian Government in Latin America 1978-94."

According to Loveman, the transition from military to civilian government is harmful. Military coupes have been a traditional way of changing government in Latin America. In fact a third of all the government changes in L.A. have included a military coup.

There are good reasons for military government in Latin America, Loveman said. These governments were provided for in the constitutions of many nations. According to Loveman, every constitution in Latin America provides for a regime of exception. Marshall law and suspension of habeus corpus are two examples.

"This is a tradition that provides for crisis by suspending the constitution and democratic tradition," said Loveman. "They are dictatorships governing under the mantle of legality. When Western officials talk about returning the military to the traditional role, they don't get it." Military rule is tradition, according to Loveman.

According to Loveman, there are good reasons for military governments in Latin America. Loveman said. These governments were provided for in the constitutions of many nations. According to Loveman, every constitution in Latin America provides for a regime of exception. Marshall law and suspension of habeus corpus are two examples.

"This is a tradition that provides for crisis by suspending the constitution and democratic tradition," said Loveman. "They are dictatorships governing under the mantle of legality. When Western officials talk about returning the military to the traditional role, they don't get it." Military rule is tradition, according to Loveman.

Since 1978, several new civilian governments have been formed. Among them are Brazil in 1985, Ecuador in 1978, and Chile in 1990. These new governments are not, however, democracies as we understand the term. They are, as Loveman said, "Protected Democracies," which have the following characteristics: "You just can't trust people.

According to Loveman, no government should be allowed to destroy the permanent interest of the country. As a result, the military is given the role of protector and "maintains residual sovereignty," said Loveman.

In the civilian, yet protector democracies, Loveman said, the "constitution becomes a sacrificial victim for legitimizing the new government."

While there have been several changes in many of the Latin American governments, the new "democracies" are in some ways even more oppressive than the old.

According to Loveman, the changes have been harmful.Loveman said, "The transitions from military to civilian governments have reaffirmed authoritarian and military traditions in the region."

According to Loveman, the transition from military to civilian government is harmful. Military coupes have been a traditional way of changing government in Latin America. In fact a third of all the government changes in L.A. have included a military coup.

There are good reasons for military government in Latin America, Loveman said. These governments were provided for in the constitutions of many nations. According to Loveman, every constitution in Latin America provides for a regime of exception. Marshall law and suspension of habeus corpus are two examples.

"This is a tradition that provides for crisis by suspending the constitution and democratic tradition," said Loveman. "They are dictatorships governing under the mantle of legality. When Western officials talk about returning the military to the traditional role, they don't get it." Military rule is tradition, according to Loveman.

Since 1978, several new civilian governments have been formed. Among them are Brazil in 1985, Ecuador in 1978, and Chile in 1990. These new governments are not, however, democracies as we understand the term. They are, as Loveman said, "Protected Democracies," which have the following characteristics: "You just can't trust people.

According to Loveman, no government should be allowed to destroy the permanent interest of the country. As a result, the military is given the role of protector and "maintains residual sovereignty," said Loveman.

In the civilian, yet protector democracies, Loveman said, the "constitution becomes a sacrificial victim for legitimizing the new government."

While there have been several changes in many of the Latin American governments, the new "democracies" are in some ways even more oppressive than the old.

According to Loveman, the changes have been harmful. Loveman said, "The left has been destroyed as an ideologically valid force."

Although there have been changes, Loveman said, the underlying fear exists. "What we have most of all is protected democracy." The only solution to the problem will be "getting rid of military jurisdiction over civilians completely."

Investment Banking Opportunities at CS First Boston

CS First Boston, a leading global investment banking firm, will be recruiting for its financial analyst program. Positions are available in the Investment Banking Department. All seniors are invited to attend a presentation.

Presentation:

Wednesday, October 19, 1994
The Alumni Room
The Morris Inn
6:00 p.m.

Interviewing Schedule:
Investment Banking
November 14, 1994

For further information and inquiries, please contact:

Greg Miller
(212) 999-3061
Jamieson continued from page 1

the screen, among other things, were intercut, animated cheerleaders and a type of bird which the older crowd thought was a turkey while the younger

Jamieson continues lecture series at SMC

By LAURA FERGUSON

On Nov. 8, life for Kathleen Hall Jamieson will return to normal. As a leading expert in election campaigns and both a dean and professor of the Annenberg School for Communication at the University of Pennsylvania, election day is a long awaited breath of air following the hectic campaign season of the fall.

Recently on her national lecture tour she spoke at Indiana University and this evening she appeared on "Good Morning America" via the ABC affiliate in Elkhart. In between all of her interviews and lectures there is a graduate class a year and a team teaches a graduate course.

"I teach what I write," said Jamieson. "Lectures are an effective way to get our research out more quickly. We just finished a year-long project (on the health care reform debate) but the results won't be published for at least two years. We want our ideas out while they are still fresh and in the conversation," she said.

Jamieson specializes in studying how voters learn information and uses the health care debate as a case study. According to Jamieson, respondents in the health care debate turned out to be similar to elections.

"Voters tried to get information the way they get it from candidates - by identifying with the people," she said. "Then they tried to look for a debate but there was none and the public tried to read about the issue, but it didn't work. So they had to fall back on advertising." 

A part of the current system, Jamieson thought this is not the way government ought to work, since the current elections don't mention the health care debate. The image now is a crime and, according to Jamieson, this means virtually no accountability.

"We could be advancing the issue but we aren't because the reporters have left the beat," she explained. "If it is not brought up next Congress the public's needs won't be addressed." 

In addition to Jamieson's public appearances and teaching responsibilities, she is the author of several books on political communication, including "Dirty Politics: Distraction, Deception, and Democracy," and "Beyond the Double Bind," which will hit the bookshelves.

According to Jamieson, this book is a rebuttal to Susan Faludi's 1991 book entitled, "Backlash." Jamieson says Faludi claims that women have made significant gains in recent years but are drivers back. Although many groups in women's movement have adopted Faludi's claims, Jamieson says the book "Backlash" as bad history and psychology.

In this new book, Jamieson discusses a variety of individuals, possibilities and processes by which they do it. Her lecture was last night in Carroll Auditorium at Saint Mary's.

Jamieson noted the younger viewers interpreted the chicken's image as an ironic parallel to Bush's "read my lips" claim. While younger viewers connected the idea and said that chickens lack lips, the older audience literally interpreted the image of the bird to mean that Bush was a turkey.

"I believe they (the younger viewers) have learned distinct methods for doing this through their exposure to fast-paced music videos and computer images which they have been brought up with," Jamieson said.


Jamieson also recently completed a study of communication in the health care reform debate that was funded by the Robert Wood Foundation. She specializes in studying voter turnout, the double bind, and methods for doing this through the subject, who tried to enter their conversation, he said.

The students began to walk away, and the subject allegedly grabbed the shoulder of one of the PE residents. The three then went inside PE, which was closed at the time, and the subject proceeded to call the dorm monitor and the police.

The man then entered the lobby of dorm, and security was contacted and the arrest was made, Hurley said.

In another incident over the weekend, a student was apprehended by security after incident at two female dorms. According to Hurley, 11:45 p.m. on Saturday, a Hall dorm monitor contacted security to remove a male student from the dorm, reporting that he refused to sign in. According to the monitor, the student was seen running through the dorm.

The subject turned up later in Farley Hall. When the monitor confronted the security, the man swung at her and then fled back out and hit, slightly injuring her hand and thumb, Hurley said.

The student was still in the residence hall in Flanner Hall, and released to his rector, Hurley said.
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Elections continued from page 1

Even if the GOP does not win the House or Senate seat, things are clearly looking up for the party. Across the country, Republican gubernatorial challengers are predicted to defeat their Democratic opponents.

Arnold expects Republicans to win in Illinois, Ohio, Michigan, California, and possibly New York.

The projected outcome of these races is an important indicator of a really resilient Republican party," said Arnold.

Likewise, Arnold points to the Virginia Senate race where Oliver North has mounted an increasingly effective challenge to incumbent Chuckrobuck. Given that Virginia, particularly the northern half, is fairly urban and cosmopolitan, Arnold believes a North victory would reveal just how strong the right-wing of the GOP has become.

"This race is clearly a litmus-test," he said.

As to how these developments will effect President Clinton's chances for re-election in 1996, analysts remain uncertain.

Certainly, Republican victories in Congress will weaken Clinton's hand with his pursuit of personal agenda.

If you are interested in being a part of Fall Festival '94, sign up in the dining halls, the CSC, or the LaFortune Information Desk.

Any Questions, please call Karen DuBay at 271-8992.
Israel, Jordan initial peace accord

By JAMAL HALABY

Associated Press

AMMAN, Jordan and Israel initiated a draft treaty Monday to end nearly a half-century of hostility, intensifying pressure on Syria to move toward ending one of the world's longest-running conflicts.

The accord, reached after an all-night session that resolved disputes over water rights and borders, was expected to be quickly ratified by the Jordanian and Israeli legislatures. The Israeli Cabinet approved it within hours after it was signed.

After Monday's ceremony, Israeli President Ezer Weizman said Syrian President Hafez Assad "should look around and see ... He may be the last in line" to make peace with Israel. But in Damascus, where government-run newspapers have said daily that Israel was not to be trusted, Syrian Foreign Minister Farouk al-Sharaa said: "We hope the Israeli government will realize the fact that without achieving peace with Syria and Lebanon, there will be no peace in the region ... This is the reality."

King Hussein of Jordan, who maintained clandestine contacts with Israeli leaders for years despite the state of war between the two countries, insisted the treaty heralded a new era. "Hopefully, it is a fresh beginning and a fresh start," he said.

And Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin of Israel called it a "historically unique moment," and said he hoped a full-fledged treaty would be signed by the end of next week.

Israel TV said the full accord would be signed Oct. 26 on the Jordan-Israel border. President Clinton accepted an invitation to attend, the White House announced.

Israel and Jordan signed a non-belligerency pact in Washington on July 25, and then had been working to resolve differences that stood in the way of a full-fledged peace treaty.

"I believe this peace is an important achievement," a weary Rabin told reporters in Jerusalem after returning from Monday's ceremony and the overnight meetings in Jordan. "I think it will also have repercussions where Syria and the Palestinians are concerned."

Peace talks with Syria have lagged over Damascus' demand that Israel relinquish the Golan Heights captured in the 1967 Middle East war. Polls show most Israelis opposed giving up the Golan.

Monday's accord, signed by Rabin and Prime Minister Abdal Salam Majali of Jordan, came after a rocky week for peace talks with the Palestinians.

Israel suspended negotiations with the PLO after Islamic militants kidnapped an Israeli soldier. The soldier was killed by his captors Friday as Israeli troops engaged Jordanian forces near the border and stormed hideouts.

But talks are to resume Tuesday in Cairo. Jordan is only the second Arab country to make peace with Israel. Egypt broke ranks to do so in 1979.

Aristide appeals for truce

By MICHAEL NORTON

Associated Press

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti

President Jean-Bertrand Aristide preached an appeal for reconciliation from behind his bulletproof shield Monday, hours after a mob torched the family home of Haiti's new army commander.

Fifteen buildings were set afire and one man killed in the coastal town of Gonavies after a false rumor spread Sunday night that Maj. Gen. Jean-Claude Duperval had led a coup attempt against Aristide.

After three years of army rule, Aristide faces a major challenge in persuading his nation to put aside the desire for vengeance.

At the same time, concern for Aristide's safety has practically ceased since he was named in a prisoner of the National Palace, where his appearances have been from behind a bulletproof shield on

Happy 21st Mike!

...from everybody in Kansas City and Wichita!

The Malabar, Cuisine of India

Re-opening at new location October 18, 1994
Open for Lunch and Dinner
1640 S. Bend Avenue • 271-0115

Israel and Jordan sign draft for peace

YITZHAK RABIN

Once a Jewish underground leader, has been invited to Israeli politics since the Israeli government established in 1969. His oldest son, Ramon, was prime minister since 1983.

Israel will return to Jordan 156 square miles of desert and turn it over after the 1948 Middle East War.

Israel will lease certain areas that include Israeli settlements on the land.

Some terms of the accord

Israel will return to Jordan 156 square miles of desert and turn it over after the 1948 Middle East War.

The nations will start new projects on the Yarmouk River to increase water flow to Jordan.
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HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY.

1. Carry only enough cash to last the day. Anyone who tries to borrow your last five spot isn't a friend, anyway.

2. Label your spare-change jar “beetle farm.” Then, put your beetle farm in a jar labeled “spare change.”

3. Mark up every space on checks. Don’t leave room for someone to fill in their name and extra zeros.

4. Keep your wallet in your front pocket. It discourages pickpockets. So does wearing really tight pants.

5. Put your picture on your credit card. A Citibank Photocard is tough for anyone else to use, unless they look just like you.

We’re looking out for you.™
To apply, call 1-800-CITIBANK.
Tension between ancient and modern literatures is obviously not a struggle solely characteristic of the 1990’s, according to University of Pennsylvania Trustee Professor Joan DeJean.

DeJean traced roots of this struggle in France as well as its influences on the French public and their conflicting convictions towards literature’s appropriate role and use.

"Inventing a Public for Literature," DeJean, an influential figure in French studies, is a past member of the Executive Council of the Modern Language Association. She is also an author who shares her thoughts in her many writings including "Tender Geographies: Struggle in France as well as its Ancients and Moderns," and "Literary Fortifications: Genre specifically instigated the desire to teach youths." These organizations followed the leadership of Assistant Professor of Romance Languages and Literature DeJean.

The lecture was sponsored by the English department, the Institute for Scholarships in the Liberal Arts, the gender studies program, the Graduate Student Union, and the romance languages and literature department. DeJean’s lecture traced the origins of the Modernist opposition appears to have been thrown off balance by the kidnapping last week of an Israeli soldier. Sgt. Nachshon Waxman’s captors killed him Friday as an Israeli soldier.

By JULIE GANNON

Saint Mary’s Board of Governance (BOG) received its first glimpse this week of the changes that the student body wants to see in the campus. Haggar Center. (BOG)

Last week, surveys were distributed to the students as a means of receiving feedback on the Center for Experiential Learning and Career Development. The issues discussed within the survey ranged from the question of cable television in the game room to decorations for the snack bar.

Government cuts may close food pantries

By JENNIFER DIXON

WASHINGTON

Food pantries throughout the country say they will have to turn away hungry Americans this winter as the federal government cuts its contributions to their shelves.

The Agriculture Department, which works to improve food security by providing assistance to farmers, will also shut the door on other programs for farm operators, such as crop insurance and price support programs.

The cuts, which are set to be announced by the administration, will result in a reduction of $1.37 billion in food assistance to states, according to a report from the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities. The cuts will affect about 1.5 million families, according to the report.

Some food banks have already begun planning for the cuts, which they say will force them to reduce the amount of food they can distribute to those in need.

The cuts are part of the broader effort to reduce government spending, which the administration has said is necessary to balance the budget.

"We are going to have to make difficult choices," said Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue. "But we have to do what’s right for the American taxpayer."
Media hype hinders potential for fair trial

Kirsten Dunne

In an article I wrote several months ago, I compared the plight of Tonya Harding to that of Sam Sheppard, a defendant in a murder case which reached the United States Supreme Court in 1966. My point of comparison was the massive amount of publicity which deprived them both of fair treatment. I suggested that the effect on Harding was perhaps more severe in that she, whose "trial" took place on a skating rink instead of in a courtroom, did not have a chance to appeal while Sheppard eventually did succeed in procuring a reversal of the conviction resulting from his unfair trial. On reconsideration, however, I wonder whether the remedies offered by the judiciary are truly that much more effective than no remedy at all. In reconsidering this issue, I have taken special interest in the white of O.J. Simpson, which comes after months of continuous, detailed, and often distorted media coverage.

To begin with, one must note that the holding in Sheppard's case will not help every defendant whose trial has been compromised by media coverage. As the Court declared in reaching its conclusion that the trial judge had failed to utilize certain measures which could have lessened the effect of publici-ty surrounding the case. This would lead one to believe that, if the trial judge had used these measures—change of venue, continuance, and sequestration—the trial would be more fair. However, it is obvious that the mere presence of media entrenchment in judicial activity, as Simpson's case clearly reveals, change of venue would do little when the entire country has been exposed to detailed daily coverage of a case, as has been true of the charges against O.J. Simpson. Any reduction in prejudice that would result from a change of venue would be negligible, if not nonexistent. Continuance would bring little good, and may even expose itself to criticism by those who feel that sequestration forces jurors to pay the price for the acts of other people. As applied to O.J. Simpson's case, this discussion is admirably speculative for the trial is far from finished. However, even if O.J. is acquitted, the case vividly depicts the problems that result from media entrenchment in judicial activity, and it will hopefully cause the judiciary to take a closer look at the efficacy of the remedies it offers to victims of the media. For while it is true that the Sixth Amendment does not guarantee a perfect trial, it does guarantee a fair one. If a trial which is inadmissible and distorted by the often-unethical media is found to satisfy this standard, it is high time to re-examine the meaning of this constitutional guarantee.

Kirsten Dunne is a graduate student in law.
Female sensitivity training answer to campus sexism

Dear Editor:
Shafi Ladha, Alumni Hall junior, writes that the hall notes "are a series of humorous newsletters written by an individual hall resident for the entertainment of hall residents..." and continues "Do not criticize me for appreciating all types of humor.

In truth, everyone reserves the right to write what they please, to laugh at what they find humorous, and to defend their views when criticized. Our country grants us these rights, and more importantly our Lady, Notre Dame, encourages us to share our thoughts and beliefs with the community.

However, with freedom comes responsibility. When words can send chills up a woman's spine and incite pain in her heart, something must be wrong.

The university should assume the responsibility of following up on residence hall activities to help prevent similar incidents from occurring. More importantly, the men responsible for the notes should be required to work with a women's group (i.e. Women United for Justice and Peace, Feminist Forum, etc.) through the Center For Social Concerns to clear up their misconceptions about women.

Only then will they learn the true definition of a "woman." 

ROSEANNA YBARRA
Freshman
Breen-Phillips Hall

Rape: Violence not coercion

Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to the letter submitted by Irfan Khawaja on Tuesday ("Du Lac Confuses Sex, Violence," Oct. 11). In the letter Khawaja argues that the definition of "rape" used in the du Lac residents' guide is erroneous.

The letter says that the criteria of the section entitled "Information and Support Services for Victims of Rape and Sexual Assault," are not offered in a spirit of acrimony. I charge, however, that they are offered in ignorance. Khawaja dismisses the definition without serious examination, and then proffers an unsustained definition of his own.

On p. 79 du Lac says: "Rape is a crime of violence. It is motivated by the desire to control, dominate, and humiliate, not passion." Khawaja states, however, that the definition is incorrect simply because it does not agree with his intuition. The definition offered in du Lac unquestionably matches with the prevalent psychological understanding of the crime.


In any cursory evaluation of the definition, Khawaja replaces the word "violence" in the definition with the word "coercion," as if the two are synonymous. The words have different meanings and connotations. Violence is coercion, however, coercion is not always violence. Physical coercion is but one of many forms. Accepting Khawaja's definition, however, he still fails to provide a valid criticism of the definition given or a viable substitute.

Khawaja advances an economic theory to account for the occurrence of rape. According to him, rapists rape because "they see rape as a means of gratifying two sorts of desires (coercion and sex)..." In other words, your local rapist rapes only because he sees it as a chance to kill two birds with one stone. It is an efficient crime for him. If he did not rape, he would instead need to assault someone else and then have sex with someone else.

This explanation does not account for why a rapist involved in a sexual relationship would seek to rape, instead of just kill which is according to Khawaja, "much less risk."

Additionally, his analysis fails to take into account any of the facts behind the crime. Many men who rape cannot maintain an erection without assistance. Thousands of rapists and victims and many cannot ejaculate at all (ibid. p 306). Rapists who have been interviewed admit that sex does not motivate their criminal behavior. As one rapist said, "You know, I could get all the sex I wanted because my brother ran a chain of massage parlors. But if they were giving it to me, I wastes in control. I wanted to take it" (ibid. p 309).

I grant Khawaja the fact that not all coercive or violent tendencies result in rape. However, that does not mean that rape is not a violent crime. Rape is one of a panoply of violent crimes.

Khawaja's letter proves the point that the administration should not remove the passages in which he has objected. I would encourage Khawaja to educate himself about the true nature of rape. Thousands of rapes go unreported every year in this country every year because of the stigma which is attached to the crime. Victims, who mistakenly believe that rape is a sexually motivated act, fear that they can not encourage the rapist. They think that they share in the guilt. This misunderstanding of the psychology behind the crime makes it harder to bring rapists to justice.

NORA PISTEy
First year law student
Off-campus

Food Services strikes abroad, even in France

Dining Hall, Dining Hall, that we are apart! I had thirty days till we meet again, oh vast Dining Hall. I count the days till we meet again, oh cherished Dining Hall. I count the days till we meet again, oh vast Dining Hall, Dining Hall, Dining Hall.

And this is when my longing for the natives as the cuisine, if not an occasional baked brie; however, this is not the case.

"RV." One would think that spending a year in France would mean that we are apart! I had thirty days till we meet again, oh vast Dining Hall. I count the days till we meet again, oh vast Dining Hall, Dining Hall, Dining Hall.

In the letter Khawaja argues that the definition of "rape" used in the du Lac residents' guide is erroneous. The letter says that the criteria of the section entitled "Information and Support Services for Victims of Rape and Sexual Assault," are not offered in a spirit of acrimony. I charge, however, that they are offered in ignorance. Khawaja dismisses the definition without serious examination, and then proffers an unsustained definition of his own.

On p. 79 du Lac says: "Rape is a crime of violence. It is motivated by the desire to control, dominate, and humiliate, not passion." Khawaja states, however, that the definition is incorrect simply because it does not agree with his intuition. The definition offered in du Lac unquestionably matches with the prevalent psychological understanding of the crime.


In any cursory evaluation of the definition, Khawaja replaces the word "violence" in the definition with the word "coercion," as if the two are synonymous. The words have different meanings and connotations. Violence is coercion, however, coercion is not always violence. Physical coercion is but one of many forms. Accepting Khawaja's definition, however, he still fails to provide a valid criticism of the definition given or a viable substitute.

Khawaja advances an economic theory to account for the occurrence of rape. According to him, rapists rape because "they see rape as a means of gratifying two sorts of desires (coercion and sex)..." In other words, your local rapist rapes only because he sees it as a chance to kill two birds with one stone. It is an efficient crime for him. If he did not rape, he would instead need to assault someone else and then have sex with someone else.

This explanation does not account for why a rapist involved in a sexual relationship would seek to rape, instead of just kill which is according to Khawaja, "much less risk."

Additionally, his analysis fails to take into account any of the facts behind the crime. Many men who rape cannot maintain an erection without assistance. Thousands of rapists go unreported every year in this country every year because of the stigma which is attached to the crime. Victims, who mistakenly believe that rape is a sexually motivated act, fear that they can not encourage the rapist. They think that they share in the guilt. This misunderstanding of the psychology behind the crime makes it harder to bring rapists to justice.
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ACCENT
Campus comedy with an Irish Accent

By TONY POTTINGER
Acacen Writer

What has more inside jokes than the Keenan Center? The Irish Accent, and some of Notre Dame's most talented comedy performers? You're right if you said Irish Accent, the campus' official skill and improv comedy troop.

Creating its own theater in two Sorin freshmen with high school experience in a comedy troop, Irish Accent plays to full houses twice per semester and allows Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students a chance to impress their skills at the art of improvisational comedy. They also participate annually in the Notre Dame College National Comedy Festival.

"We basically do short skits all Saturday Night Live and improv skits," says Irish Accent's junior co-president and the eleven-member group. "With the improv, we ask questions to the audience and let them set up a situation," he says.

What follows is spontaneous improvisation, resulting often in absurd and hilarious scenarios as each member performing has a different interpretation of the same situation.

"One improv is called the 'symphony of discontent.' The audience supplies four pet peeves and four emotions," says Kevin Schmitt, a Dillon senior and the other co-president. Another member of the troop then "directs" the four with hand signals so that their levels vary from silence to screaming.

The group gets the ideas for their skills and improves from brainstorming sessions. Not surprisingly, much of their material revolves around campus life. "We are all fun of the stuff," admits Lanigan, a junior psychology and French major from Panhandle.

Irish Accent, however, does not limit itself to inside jokes. A new skit involves The Scooby-Doo Gang of Fred, Daphne, Shaggy, and Wilma appearing on the Rikki Lake show. The characters and their relationships are satirized, as are sexual talk shows and soap operas.

Another improv has the audience set up a scene and a director uses an invisible remote control to move the long, using commands such as "mute", "slow motion", and "super fast forward." The result is often pandemonium and slapstick comedy with performers tripping and running into each other.

Irish Accent meets weekly for a three hour practice. They perform tonight at 9 PM in the LaFortune Ballroom. Admission is $1.

MEDICAL MINUTE

Do you party with 'Mary Jane'? If so...What should you know?

By RYAN J. GRABOW
N.R.E.M.

Long before we came to Notre Dame, I'm sure most of us learned from our parents, teachers, guidance counselors, and families about the evils of marijuana. Now that we're at college, especially marijuana. The answer is, yes. We ask ourselves, "What do we need to make our own choices. Since we're calling the shots, here's an article to help you.

Immediate Effects on the Body

Marijuana (aka p. pot, dope, or weed) has been with others who have, you know the immediate effects can vary from person to person and hit to hit. Reddening of the eyes, dryness in the mouth and throat, increased heart rate, euphoria, impaired short-term memory and ability to communicate, relaxation, altered sense of identity, distortions of hearing, vision, and sense of time, hunger (the munchies), latharghy, impaired motor control, and paranoia or a panic reaction are all common experiences.

One cannot die from marijuana use, however, "severe panic and anxiety reactions," described as intense fears of losing control, leaving one stranded and have been experienced after one single joint, usually rarely large concentration.

Why the Variety? The varying ingredients present, the purity of marijuana (other drugs may have been added), the time and place of ingestion (cigarette, long, pill, or all play a part in varying marijuana's effects on your body, but the mind's impressions of this variety is one of the primary reasons marijuana is a dangerous drug, the active ingredients are fat soluble.

Simply put, unlike alcohol which is water soluble and dispersed throughout the body in a matter of hours, the active ingredient in marijuana is absorbed by the body's fat, then passes into the fatty tissue and stays within your body: the brain (1/3 fat), testes, ovaries, liver, lungs, heart, and brain are also affected.

The reason it is absorbed by the body's fat, it takes about one month for all the chemicals in a single joint to clear from the body.

It continues to affect the body both physically and psychologically until it is all gone. If you ingest more than a single joint, the chemicals accumulates in the cells, and the body is never drug-free, until you quit.

"When chronic users stop smoking pot, it takes about three months for the accumulation of chemicals to clear from the body.

The lungs: The high is gone, the pot is not. Current urinalysis drug testing can detect marijuana one to two weeks after an joint, ten days after daily use, and up to 20 days after habitual use of more than five times daily.

Why all the Fuss? The concern over marijuana is not solely over the short term effects it has on the bodies of habitual users.

The Lungs: Because there are almost 50% more cancer causing chemicals in marijuana smoke than cigarette smoke, it is held in the lungs for a longer time, it disrupts the lung's pumping and filtering action, and because it is absorbed without a filter, smoking three to five joints a week is equivalent to smoking 16 cigarettes a day or 112 a week. Basically, with marijuana your chances of suffering from emphysema, lung cancer or other serious lung disease are much greater than with cigarettes. In addition, if you smoke both cigarettes and marijuana, the cancer causing effects of both is increased due to their combination.

The Heart: Since smoking marijuana immediately increases the heart beat to 50% and possibly the blood pressure as well, it does pose a threat to the hearts of even healthy users. Also, marijuana can cause abnormal heart conditions, in addition to those whose heart rates were already elevated due to stress or exercise. Doctors also believe that long-term use can contribute to heart disease.

Brain: Experiment have shown that after heavy long-term marijuana use, the gap between the brain cells may widen, causing slow thoughts and activity, changes in brain cells may even affect one's emotions, thought processes related to understanding may slow down, and short-term memory may be impaired, and one may experience difficulty in concentrating on one topic. This condition called "Burnout" by marijuana users themselves, may not be completely reversible.

Sexuality: Studies have shown that heavy marijuana use lowers male and female hormone levels and effects sperm production and egg formation. Due to these effects marijuana users may experience a difficulty in obtaining and maintaining an erection, a decreased sperm count, and abnormal sperm cells, while many women experience, irregular menstrual cycles, and abnormal germ cells (eggs).

Since women are born with a set number of "eggs," prolonged habitual marijuana use will most likely cause a permanent decrease in female's fertility. These abnormalities may be passed on by either partner in the event of a pregnancy, if marijuana use increases the risk of fetal abnormalities.

It's time to make educated decisions about our lives. You owe it to yourself to weigh the pros and cons before making your decisions. Some of you may still want to argue that there is no non-refutable proof that marijuana is dangerous or harmful to your health. If so, remember that before 1930 many believed tobacco was harmless too, give the researchers a chance, by the time they are 100% proof, you or your kids may be it, and by then it's too late.
**College Football**

Chance of five unbeaten on Jan. 2

By RICK WARNER
Associated Press

It's college football's night­
marish, where the long, long
undeserved in the regular sea­
son and none meet in a bowl
game.

Sound far-fetched? Well, it could
happen.

Both the Penn State in the
Rose Bowl, the Nebraska­
Colorado in the Fiesta Bowl, and the
California State-Utah winner in the
Halloween, Alabama in the Sugar
Bowl on the AFC side will be on
the lid to the top.

Or, if Auburn beats Alabama,
scoration will be highest and add
the Tide and add the
Colorado winner in the
Holiday, Alabama in the
bowl. Both teams are eligible
today-CNN coaches' poll.

Come join us at the Center for the
activities, tutoring, and kitchen
Homeless. We need your help in
many areas: front desk, children's
Happy 21st, Amy!!!

Lost a silver adjustable ring with
Sun 4021. Please
leading to the RETURN of two
Baseball. Please
For the RETURN of or information
October 15

Classifieds

**NOTICES**

**ARE YOU STAYING IN SOUTH BEACH ON DEC. 15 TO 20?**

Come join us at the Center for the

Newspapers. We need you! We've added as
the student body.

Come down and spend your
with many people who will appreciate your
volunteering, and don't think that you won't get anything out of it.

*CIVIL* CALL FELICIA AT 282-4701

It's DejaVu's Birthday! Happy
Happy 21st, Amy!!!

**USED BOOKS & CLIFF'S NOTES**

Pandora's Books 233-2342
ND Ave & Howard M-Sa/1
Sun 9-3 cool stuff cool store

**LOST & FOUND**

LOST STUDENT I.D. NEAR GATE
15 ON SAT. NOV. 21. REWARD
CALL 287-4466. THANK YOU.

**BIO REWARD**

For the Return of or information
leading to the RETURN of two
CPS. Can't resist "No F-er"-at least

Could call "Accidentally". Please call 272-

Lost a silver adjustable ring with
arabic inscription on it. Great per­
sonal significance. Maybe got in
the vicinity of the Connecticut.

Call: Fine.

Found: bike lock
October 12. 9:00 pm between Fuller and Colby
Call Eric x1087

**FOUNDER**

Reading glasses accom­
pated with a black-colored glass case. Found just out­
side of Tav 8. Call Des at x1592

**THANKS**

Lost a tape last seen at the
front of the Softball Field. Call Laura at x2178-REWARD!!

**WANTED**

small black lacrosse-like object between 01 and 02.
Briny, Call Jennifer at 273-
4515. Cash reward found

Lost: laptop had last been seen out­
side PE on 12/4.

**WANTED**

Classified

Fascinating Conversation

Looking for a ride to MD
Midweek Thursday evening at 2.
Please Call Pierre x1146

**FOR SPORTS**

Yoga and Tai Chi - Yoga and
Tai Chi sign-ups will begin today
at the Recsports office. Students interested in
two activities or has ques­
tions about them call the Recsports office 631-6100.

Climbing Wall - Climbing
wall orientation sessions will be
held on the following
2:00 pm - 5:00 pm.
November 6, November 12, November 20.
All participants must sign-up in advance at the RecSports office. Space is limited.

Tan Kwe Do - The Notre
Dame Tan Kwe Do instructors
would like to congratulate all
of the instructors who best test
PGD Survival. We will have a new prac­
tice schedule starting in

Celebrate a friend's birthday
with a special Observer ad

The Observer accepts classifieds every business day from 5 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Notre
Dame, 314 Lafayette and from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. at 309 Hague Career
Center. Deadlines for classifieds is 5 p.m. Monday. Classified ads must be prepaid. The charge is
2 cents per character, including all spaces.
Saint Mary's volleyball has got to start believing in themselves, if they want to win, according to coach Julie Schroeder-Biek.

"The Belles’ adrenaline too short lived, swept in three by U. Indy"

By JENNIFER LEWIS
Saint Mary’s Sports Editor

Saint Mary’s volleyball has got to start believing in themselves, if they want to win, according to coach Julie Schroeder-Biek.

The (11-12) Belles could not get passed the division II (12-9) University of Indianapolis in yesterday's game. At one point in the first game, Saint Mary’s was up 14-6. However, you cannot win the game unless you score fifteen points and the Belles were unable to obtain the last point, surrendering to the Greyhounds 14-16.

"The team we started out with," said Schroeder-Biek, "was not the team we finished the match with."

In the second game the Belles came up from behind (2-9) and pulled ahead 13-12 only to let the Greyhounds take the lead away and win the game 13-15. Saint Mary’s was reluctant to spike the ball, instead they gave Indianapolis numerous free ball and tips, allowing them to set up their offense with ease.

"Our players are thinking- I don’t want to be the one to make the error," said Schroeder-Biek. "When they should be thinking-I'm the one that wants to make the kill.

Sara Stonerok lead the Belles with only fourteen kills, Betsy Connolly only had six. Saint Mary's grew tired in the third game they were getting blocked and were low on the net. Indianapolis swept them in three, making the final score 15-4.
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The (11-12) Belles could not get passed the division II (12-9) University of Indianapolis in yesterday's game. At one point in the first game, Saint Mary’s was up 14-6. However, you cannot win the game unless you score fifteen points and the Belles were unable to obtain the last point, surrendering to the Greyhounds 14-16.

"The team we started out with," said Schroeder-Biek, "was not the team we finished the match with."
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"The people at Ernst & Young possess an unquestionable amount of knowledge. So, as an intern, I had no choice but to ask a lot of questions."

"Fortunately for me, I always got answers. And this summer, during my internship at Ernst & Young, I did everything I could to make the most of them. My name is Clay Scheetz, and I just spent three of the most productive months of my life experiencing the real-life challenges of working for a large professional services firm.

I learned more than I thought possible in such a short time. To begin with, I found myself working on projects I wouldn’t have expected for an intern. The work seemed more suited for a higher level staff person. That meant a lot to me. It gave me the tools -- and confidence -- to think for myself, to not be afraid to ask for help when needed. The professionals at Ernst & Young always had time for me. And in the middle of preparing demanding audits for major corporations, their answers were given freely and were always informative.

Another surprise was meeting so many people who are just as motivated as I am. All the technical know-how in the universe isn’t as important as possessing the desire to apply it. And when you’re made to feel like part of the team, as I was, there’s a certain electricity that develops as you move closer to finding the most resourceful solutions for each client’s unique situation.

Everyone works together, sharing knowledge and maintaining a mutual attitude that I think is highly unusual in a firm this size. Actually, there are several unusual things about Ernst & Young, which, I’m convinced, is what keeps them on the cutting edge. They support their staff with a rare commitment to technological advancement. The firm also fosters positive attitudes toward work by developing flex-schedules for employees. It’s a way of letting those who have unusually demanding personal obligations balance their personal and professional lives. People enjoy working here. It’s obvious. And I did, too. Now, if anyone questions me about what internship I recommend, you know I’ll have only one answer: Ernst & Young."
Vermin top Dawgs, Zahm bests St. Ed's for second straight win

By JACK MACLEOD
Sports Writer

Anthony Laboe. Chad Harrison. Stefan Borso. If you want to know why Carroll defeated Alumni, these names are your answer.

Chad Harrison played a stellar game at quarterback. In the first half he completed three out of four passes, including a 20-yard scoring strike to freshman receiver Todd Kuczaj on the opening drive of the game. Harrison spent the day evading the constant rush of Alumni defenders Jim Delaney and Mike Denvier, but was probably the only quarterback on campus who did not throw an interception this weekend, including Ron Powlus.

Anthony Laboe was Mr. Everywhere. On defense, Laboe made numerous open field tackles from his position at corner and intercepted a pass to stall an Alumni drive. On the offensive side of the ball, he had 100 yards—43 receiving and 55 rushing. Big plays by Laboe set up both scores for the Vermin.

Enter the injured Stefan Borso. Despite a broken hand, Borso stepped in and split the uppers to give the Vermin a 10-7 victory over one of the league's best teams, ending their regular season record at 3-0-1.

The Vermin will enter the playoffs as the favorite to win in the stadium.

"I'd say we have a decent chance of winning there," Laboe said. Their chances will be even better if he can repeat his performance against Alumni.

Fisher 22, Sorin 0

Can you say total domination? The Fisher Green Wave can, and they said it loudly on Sunday as they man-handled the overmatched Sorin Otters in a game that should have ended at halftime because of the skunk rule.

In a well-balanced, multi­weapon offensive attack, Fisher racked up 22 points in the first half. They seemed to move at will on the ineffective Otter defense, alternating between a ball control type of ground game and a deep threat air attack.

Quarterback Brian Hertz was the key to their offense. After throwing a 30-yard touchdown pass to Mike Carrol, he pitched to running back Joe Cortes on 10-yard scoring sweep. Finally, Hertz scrambled into the endzone for the last touchdown of the game.

Then, in a statement not only to Sorin but to the rest of the league, the Green Wave opted to go for the two point conversion. Hertz found Dan McGinty with a lob pass, and the offensive onslaught had come to a close.

Sorin had little hope of coming back. Their best chance came when they intercepted a pass on the Fisher five yard line, but four plays later they had lost enough yards to be out of field goal range.

"We have improved on offense, particularly in discipline and execution," captain Chris Lary said after the impressive display.

With the victory, Fisher's record culminates at 2-2, enough to get them into the playoffs.

Zahn 6, St. Ed's 0

The key to Zahn football this year is defense. Once again this week the defense held its opposition scoreless, continuing their season long shutout streak.

The Zahn defense riddled St. Ed's quarterback with frequent sacks forcing poor throws that fell either incomplete or into the hands of Zahn defenders. The St. Ed's running game was strong as usual, led by tailback Mike Norbut, but without the ability to successfully pass, the Zahn defense knew to expect the run and therefore had little trouble containing it.

The inconsistent Zahn passing attack once again combined flashes of greatness with terri­bly thrown balls. The bright spots in offense came when quarterback Benji Hammond rolled out, evaded several St. Ed's defenders, and then found Rick Ross who scammed the final ten yards into the endzone for the game's only score.

Zahn is still alive because of its impenetrable defense, and has finished the season on a two game win streak.

Women continued from page 16

Despite a sore shoulder. We really played well on both sides of the ball.

Off Campus heads to the post season playoffs by finishing second in the Blue Division with a 4-1-1 record. Defending champion PE fell short of their playoff quest and concluded the year with a 2-2-2 mark.

Lewis 0 Pasquerella East 0

Paul "Bear" Bryant once said "a tie is like kissing your sis­ ter." However, since both Lewis and Pasquerella East earned post season playoff berths, puckering up is far from an awkward situation.

Just as it has been all season, defense was the name of the game for PE and Lewis. Both teams were able to move the ball consistently for most of the game. However, the defenses took over when the offenses crept near the goal line.

God gives each person one lifetime. What are you doing with yours?

Have you considered the Holy Cross Candidate Year? A one-year program at Moreau Seminary at the University of Notre Dame for college graduates interested in exploring the possibility of a lifetime of service as a Holy Cross priest or brother. Scholarship assistance is available.

Call or write for information:
Fr. John Conley, C.S.C.
Fr. Patrick Neary, C.S.C.
Congregation of Holy Cross
Box 541, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
(219) 631-6385
Stanford shuts out Dillon, secures tie for first

By NEIL ZENDER
Sports Writer

For Chris Pollina and the Stanford running attack, it was a usual day at the office. For Dillon's Big Red, it was like one of Wes Craven's nightmares. Pollina and company ran all over the Big Red for a 16-0 win on Sunday.

Dillon was unable to stop the potent Stanford ground game. Pollina racked up 106 yards on just eleven carries. His backfield mate John Mele picked up 46 yards on 9 totes. Stanford's fullhouse backfield of Pollina, Mele, and Doug Pollina racked up 149 yards. Chris Pollina has justified confidence in the ground game.

"Our running styles are very complementary. Then you throw Doug in, and you have a slashing style. We all have really low centers of gravity that help us," said Pollina. He gives much of the credit to the offensive line.

"They just open up holes. They make it look a lot easier than it is." Stanford took the lead on their first possession of the game, a ten play fifty-yard drive that culminated in Chris Pollina launching into the end zone from a yard out. Pollina had runs of 19 and 18 yards that put the Studs in scoring position.

Kris Kazlauskas' blocked kick left Stanford with a 46-0 lead. The Studs' second score came towards the end of the fourth quarter. Taking over at the Dillon 31, Pollina's 26 yard run brought them into Big Red territory.

After a Mike Brown to Doug Pollina pass brought Stanford to the 1, Mele took over and plowed his way across the goal line to clinch the game at 16-0. Stanford dominated the game, limiting Dillon to a paltry 2 yards rushing, and garnering 11 first downs to the Big Red's 3. However, the Big Red did not play a bad football game by any means. They played a tough, physical, and scrappy ball game. Even though their running game was stifled, Pollina still managed to chin a few chinks in Stanford's armor through the air. Stefan Molina completed four passes for 56 yards.

Defensively, Stanford was boosted by the spectacular play of unheralded Turnover Machine Charlie Alger. Arguably the best Free Safety in the league, Alger's interception at the end of the first half set up Kazlauskas' 39 yard field goal that gave the Studs a 9-0 lead. It was Alger's fifth interception of the year.

Stanford ended the season with a 3-1 record, and will gear up for the playoffs. Dillon (0-3) closes their season against Grace on Wednesday.

Dillon falls to 0-3. Stanford finishes the season at 1-0.

Flanner 6 Morrissey 0

There's nothing greater than winning. Except maybe beating the other guy at his own game.
FOUR FOOD GROUPS OF THE APOCALYPSE

CALVIN AND Hobbes

I'M BRINGING IN DOGBERT TO FIRE EMPLOYEES UNTIL WE'RE STRONGER THAN THE COMPETITION

HOLY CROSS ASSOCIATE VOLUNTEER PROGRAM THE FAR SIDE

THE EXECUTIVE BOARD ROOM

OUR COMPETITORS ARE KICKING OUR PASTY WHITE RUMPS

BILL WATTERSON

SCOTT ADAMS

AN INVITATION FOR YOU

WHAT: Yoga & Tai Chi
WHEN: 6 Mondays beginning November 7
WHO: All Faculty/Staff/Students
HOW: Sign-up at RecSports beginning October 17
WHY: You can achieve overall physical & mental well-being from both disciplines

Yoga

Tai Chi

RecSports

Have something to say? Use Observer classifieds

Five Food Groups of the Apocalypse

ANSWER

28 Scottish Guarantee

24 To whom a

31 Hornets' homes

8 Ragu

40 English novelists

55 Yen

58 Yen

59 Iron or foot

60 Singer Prinz

61 Sengalese are

62 Profits, informally

63 Antiprohibitionists

1 Wyoming Simpson

2 O'Casey play — and the Paycock

3 Turning point

4 " Losing My Religion" rock group

5 Bullet size

6 More than flabby

7 Swim's alternative

8 Gumshoe

9 Offsizing

10 Starkey parts

11 Old French coins

12 Goldenberg portrayed Freibe

13 Lyric poems

14 Think the world of

15 Permitted

16 co-founder

17 To whom a

18 Solved

19 Permitted

20 Western capital

21 English novelist

22 Woman who

23 Time

24 To whom a

25 Turkish city

26 Western capital

27 1983 indie

28 Deadly sin

29 Biblical gift

30 Cognizant

31 Homest's homes

32 Light

33 Bold

34 Flashlight

35 Away from the

36 Sorority

37 Hurt

38 Hurt

39 Hurt

40 English novelists

41 Prefs with skid

42 Hammock

43 Throw for a loop

44 Flow forth

45 Source

46 Take offense at

47 Move stealthily

48 Speech impediment

49 Prefix with skid

50 Howard

51 Am

52 Capacity

53 Military group

54 Selves

55 Selves

56 Selves

57 Selves

58 Selves

59 Selves

60 Selves

61 Selves

62 Selves

63 Selves

64 Selves

65 Selves

66 Selves

67 Selves

68 Selves

69 Selves

70 Selves

71 Selves

72 Selves

73 Selves

74 Selves

75 Selves

76 Selves

77 Selves

78 Selves

79 Selves

80 Selves

81 Selves

82 Selves

83 Selves

84 Selves

85 Selves

86 Selves

87 Selves

88 Selves

89 Selves

90 Selves

91 Selves

92 Selves

93 Selves

94 Selves

95 Selves

96 Selves

97 Selves

98 Selves

99 Selves

100 Selves

Crossword Clues

1 Not fully shut

5 Penalty

9 Rags

14 Richness

15 Irish Rose lover

16 Prepared potatoes, in a way

17 Pound

20 Derivs

21 Computer insert

22 Discharges

23 Earring site

24 "Ain't She Sweet?" composer

25 Guarantee

26 Scottish Highland Fer

27 To take to court

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

32 Rand

34 Knock the socks off

35 Away from the wind

36 Dorothy character

37 Muslim officers

38 Cast neighbor

39 Schilling

41 Love-bleeding, for one

42 Parsons' places

43 Invariant Rubik

44 " The Sweetest Taboo" singer

45 Tammy's dog

46 Pulitzer winner

47 Quindlen

48 Advice to your children

50 Take to court

51 Pulitzer winner

52 Capacity

53 Military group

54 Selves

55 Selves

56 Selves

57 Selves

58 Selves

59 Selves

60 Selves

61 Selves

62 Selves

63 Selves

64 Selves

65 Selves

66 Selves

67 Selves

68 Selves

69 Selves

70 Selves

71 Selves

72 Selves

73 Selves

74 Selves

75 Selves

76 Selves

77 Selves

78 Selves

79 Selves

80 Selves

81 Selves

82 Selves

83 Selves

84 Selves

85 Selves

86 Selves

87 Selves

88 Selves

89 Selves

90 Selves

91 Selves

92 Selves

93 Selves

94 Selves

95 Selves

96 Selves

97 Selves

98 Selves

99 Selves

100 Selves
Holtz calls meetings to rid team of ‘cancer’

**Sources say Michael Miller dismissed from team**

By GEORGE DOHRMANN

Notre Dame head coach Lou Holtz took the first step toward removing what he called a ‘cancer’ on the Irish football squad by meeting with 20-30 players Monday to evaluate their standing with the team.

By JARED

“I’ve been meeting with players individually but for a variety of reasons,” Holtz said. “To say there is a cancer on this team, that is ridiculous. We have no more problems than any normal team that is losing.”

A source said that the meetings could result in the dismissal of some players. One player who appears off the Irish squad is senior Michael Miller. The much-troubled wide receiver did not practice the majority of last week and did not play in Saturday’s 21-14 loss to BYU. He met with Holtz Sunday but was not with the team Monday to hear an inspirational speaker. One player said it had been assumed for several days that Miller was no longer with the Irish.

While Miller’s college career appears over, it is likely that a few players will transfer to other schools.

“There are certain obligations of being at Notre Dame and if people can’t meet those obligations, then I’ve been telling them that I would be happy to help them transfer,” Holtz said.

Notre Dame’s coach also dismissed several walk-ons Monday, but left the door open for those players to return to the team in the spring.

**Irish skate past St. Francis 10-2**

By TIM SHERMAN

They have the talent and they’re getting the experience. Now, the key for the Notre Dame hockey team is learning how to win.

The lesson was well-learned last Friday night as the Irish romped over St. Francis by a score of 10-2. "The team played really well as a whole," said captain Brett Bruiniks. "It’s always nice to start the season with a win. It can only give us confidence."

Most confident has to be sophomore goalie Wade Rapp.

Six different skaters, including freshman Steve Noble (2) tallied goals for Ric Schafer’s club, while an additional eight had assists.

On the other side of the red-line, the Irish were just as solid. Goalies Wade Salmon and Matt Eflin faced just 19 shots.

"Defensively, we were solid, especially the freshman," Bruiniks said. "It’s always good to have that first game out of the way. They stepped right in to contribute."

**Men hit the road to face DePaul**

By JARED PATZKE

The Notre Dame men’s soccer team is yet to win a game on the road, in fact, they are yet to score a goal away from Alumni Field. The Irish look to end this five game losing streak and scoring drought as they prepare to travel to Illinois to take on DePaul today at 4:00 p.m.

The Blue Demons could very well be the answer to the Irish’s traveling woes. Notre Dame has historically had its way with the Blue Demons, winning all 14 of their previous match-ups. Domination would best describe the Irish’s success against DePaul, out scoring them by a combined score of 63-3, no misprint, which includes a 7-0 shellacking of the Blue Demons last year.

Despite this huge advantage in past statistics, senior full-back Chris Dean is still looking for DePaul to pose problems for the Irish. “DePaul is a completely new team this year. They’re always tough to play on the road because they play on such a small field we really have to adjust to it.”

A victory on the road could very well be the final indicator that the Irish have fully recovered from their mid-season skid. After losing four of five games Notre Dame was searching for a glimpse of their old selves, that glimpse came while playing one of their best matches of the year tying SMU, the 10th ranked team in the nation, 0-0. Building off the SMU game.

**O-C downs P.W., Lewis playoff-bound**

By MICHAEL DAY

Oh, what a difference one play makes. Just when it appearedPasquerella West was driving to tie the score, Off Campus captain Kelly Guerin turned the game around with the play of the night.

Guerin intercepted a Carrie Wiencek pass and ran it back 45 yards for a touchdown to help spark Off Campus to an 18-13 victory. It was Guerin’s third interception return for a touchdown this season.

PW, playing for a possible playoff berth, jumped off to a great start. The Purple Weasels put together a solid six-play, 52-yard drive capped by 20-yard touchdown pass from Wiencek to Sarah Rapp.

Following the successful opening drive, both the PW offense and defense seemed to go on vacation, as Off Campus scored 18 unanswered points.

Sarah Donnelly finished off a short drive with a 10-yard touchdown run to tie the game at six, and without Michelle Drury extended the O-C lead to 12-6 with a 15-yard touchdown run off a reverse. PW regrouped and drove the ball from their own 20 to the Off Campus 45-yard line. However, Guerin’s ensuing interception ended all hopes of a Purple Weasel comeback, and at the same time, sealed PW’s slim playoff chances.

“It was a great team win for us,” echoed the Off Campus coaching staff. “Allison Coit played a great game at nose tackle, and Yvonne McCray gave some killer blocks..."

**MEN’S INTERHALL**

Carroll finishes the regular season atop the poll, while Stanford clinches division tie.

See pages 13-14

**MEN’S FOOTBALL**

Montana Magic at Mile High

Joe Montana marched the Chiefs to a gamewinning TD. Nothing changes.